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July 1, 2016
Los Angeies City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Los Angeles City Clerk 
clerk@lacity org

Re: FEIR Van Nuys Fire Station 39 Project
Final EIR 16-004-BE, SCH # 2015031067 May 2016

Su: Submission of Van Nuys Fire Station 39 Final EIR Public Comments
Agenda Item No. 70 Los Angeles City Council

We the above organizations wish to jointly submit the following public comments on the Final 
Environmental Impact Report for the Van Nuys Fire Station 39 Project on behalf of our 
members who live in Van Nuys, who live <n adjacent communities to Van Nuys and Van Nuys 
residerts who have requested our organizations assistance who may be negatively impacted by 
this project

We request that the Los Angeles City Council:

l..Not CERTIFY that the Van Nuys Fire Station No. 39 Project FEIR (SCH 2015031067),

attached to the Council file, was completed in compliance with the CEQA and that the FEIR 
was presented to Council, as the decision-making body of the City of Los Angeles; and that
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the Council has reviewed and considered the information contained in the FEIR; and that 
the FEIR reflects and expresses the City's independent judgment and analysis.

2. Not ADOPT the CEQA Findings of Fact, attached to the Council file.

3 Not ADOPT the Mitigation Monitoring Program, attached to the Council file.

4. Not SPECIFY that the documents constituting the record of proceedings in this matter are in 
the custody of the City Clerk located at 200 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, California, 
90012 and that the files of the Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering (BOE), 
are located at 1149 South Broadway, Suite 600, Los Angeles, California 90015

5 Not APPROVE the Van Nuys Fire Station No. 39 Project as described in the FEIR, attached to 
the Council file

The following are opening public comments of our concerns regarding public notice, public
participation, council due diligence, potential councilmember conflicts of interest, city property
favoritism and city support for a new Van Nuys Fire Station:

A. We request that this Los Angeles City Council meeting be continued and no vote be 
taken due to the failure to provide adequate pub'ic notice and time for the public to 
attend, research, respond and prepare written comments to the Final EIR for your 
review and consideration.

B. The Los Angeles City Council has not had time to perform its due diligence in reading 
previously submitted public comments or this written public comment document to 
understand the concerns of residents and where the Final EIR and Dept of Public Works 
staff failed to address and respond to concerns and requests.

The Board of Public Works members and Public Works & Gang Reduction Committee 
in the previous public meetings had no-time to review public submitted written 
comments and they were not able to perform their due diligence in reading, assessing 
and following up on public issues of concern raised and information requests

C. We request an extension of the public comment period for 60 days to allow the public 
time to review the 1,956 page Final EIR, 314 page Draft EIR & ? # pages of the 
Appendixes which are often referenced, the changes and additions that have been 
made in the Final EIR, for the staff to identify what changes and additions were made.

D. We did not receive public notice of the Public Works & Gang Reduction Committee 
meeting even though we have attended all previous public meetings held on this 
project, have submitted written public comments at each meeting and have received 
previous notifications. A concerned resident of Van Nuys notified us on Friday before 
the meeting that this meeting was posted.



E. We request that organizations that have prepared and submitted extensive public 
comments be allowed 15 minutes for public comment. Tne 1-3 minutes typically given 
the public for comment is insufficient time for the public to present its concern or 
counter argument on one issue.

F. We would like to state for the record that we are not against a new Fire Station for Van 
Nuys, our concerns are the Final Site Location that has been selected and the failure to 
conduct adequate or any assessments of potential negative impacts that have been 
identified in public comments and the failure to mitigate all negative impacts.

We would also like to advise you that CEQA allows Alternative Sites to be selected 
providing the Alternative Site meets a majority of project goals and objectives. We 
believe the primary motivation for this site is the fact that it is property already owned 
by the city.

G. Dept, of Public Works CEQA staff will tell you that there were no substantial changes 
from the Draft EIR to Final EIR and the public comments submitted had no significant 
bearing on the final decisions made What they are not telling you is that they ignored 
the majority of information requests made by the public, conducted no assessment of 
public identified negative impacts and concerns.

hi. We would also like to state for the record that due to the insufficient time allowed for 
the public to comment on the Final EIR, these submitted comments only reflect the 
lim.ted time we had to respond which prevents us from responding to all Dept of Public 
Works FEIR Responses to our previous submitted public comments.

I. We request that City Council Members who have received a financial campaign 
donation from any land owner or developer who could lose their property or project if it 
is part of an Alternative Site disclose this information before their vote and that they 
recuse themselves from the vote if there is a conflict of interest.

J. We believe that the primary reason for the Public Works Department selecting the Site 
Location is because it is property already owned by the city, therefore other Alternative 
Sites were considered a lower priority although several others met the majority of all 
project goals and objectives.

We have counter responded to the Final EIR responses to our itemized public comments in
the Response to FEIR Response in the following:

1. We request that a set of maps, one (1) Google Earth Map and One (1) Polygon Map be 
included in the DEIR that shows the current service boundaries of all fire stations within 
10 miles of the proposed Van Nuys Fire Station 39.



Response to DE1R Response: The City response of denying our request for two maps is 
unacceptable. We wish to see the actual service boundaries of nearby fire stations so 
that we could assess if there was a need for a fire station at the exact site location you 
have selected. We wished to know if another fire station was close enough to not 
require a fire station at the site location you selected. We wish to be able to determine 
if a site location further north or east would meet the need for a new fire station With 
this information we could possible recommend other alternative site locations. CEQA 
allows the public and decision makers the right to submit reasonable requests that help 
to assess the project and its impacts. The city probably already has a map that shows 
the other nearby fire stations and even though we used 10 miles as an arbitrary distance 
we are happy to receive any available map that would provide the informat'on we are 
asking for. We dc not believe that you do not have even a regional map available, 
either hard copy or digital copy

Response to FEIR Response JM-1 We went to the referenced Response to JM-1, "See 
page 7 of Table A-l in Appendix A to Draft EIR for response," and it does not address our 
concerns and maps request. The maps would assist the public in:

a Determining if there was a need for a fire station at the exact site location you have 
selected.

b. Determining if another fire station was close enough to not require a fire station at 
the site location you selected.

c Determining if a site location further north or east would meet the need for a new 
fire station.

d. Recommending other alternative site locations. The only sites evaluated were sites 
chosen by the planning staff not any submitted by the public.

2. We request that a set of maps, one (1) Google Earth Map and One (1) Polygon Map be 
included in the DEIR that shows the Fire Station Emergency Responses and 
Transportation Service Routes for the top 25 emergency response categories for all fire 
stations within 10 miles of the proposed Van Nuys Fire Station 39 and including the Van 
Nuts Fire station 39.

Response to DEIR Response: You did not provide the information requested. The 
information requested is necessary for the public and decision makers to determine if 
the location of the new fire station wili cause new traffic congestion from source you 
were not aware of, sometimes certain hours of the day are high traffic congestion, 
certain street intersections are more dangerous and have more accidents, there may be 
increased public driving safety risk and increased safety risk to children walking to public 
schools and parks. This could be a new cumulative impact concern that needs to be 
further identified, assessed and mitigated.



Appendix G Traffic Fehr & Peers memorandum dated May 6, 2015 states that, "trip 
generation estimates were developed based on existing travel behavior of Fire Station 
39," but the "destination information" should have also been included to provide the 
public and decision makers a more comprehensive insight into potential increased and 
traffic and public safety problems, but this information was not included in the DEIR.

Response to FEIR Response JM-3

A. We went to the referenced Response to JM-1, "See page 7 of Table A-l in Appendix
A to Draft EIR for response," and it does not address our concerns and maps request
The maps would assist the public in:

a. Determining if there was a need for a fire station at the exact site location you 
have selected.

b Determining if another fire station was close enough to not require a fire station 
at the site location you selected

c. Determining if a site location further north or east would meet the need for a 
new fire station.

d. Recommending other alternative site locations. The only sites evaluated were 
sites chosen by the planning staff not any submitted by the public.

B We went to the referenced Response xo JM-3, "Section 6 1.9 of the DEIR," and it
does not address and respond to our concerns and request.

a The Traffic Study failed to consider that the new station would cause new traffic 
congestion in which the public could further identify and comment with 
additional information and maps.

b. The Traffic Study failed to consider certain hours of the day have higher traffic 
congestion in which the public could further identify and comment with 
additional information and maps.

c. The Traffic Study failed tc address that certain street intersections are more 
dangerous and have more accidents in which the public could further identify 
and comment with additional information and maps.

d. The traffic study failed to address there may be increased public driving safety 
risk in which the public could further identify and comment with additional 
information and maps.

e. The Traffic Study failed to address increased safety risk to children walking to 
public schools and parks in which the public could further identify and comment 
with additional information and maps.

f. The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our concern of knowing the 
past history of responses which have a direct correlation of Fire Dept. Truck 
Routes which may be modified due to the new Fire Station location and pass



near public schools, children walking routes, preschools, senior citizen centers, 
ciinics and shopping centers etc.. Our concern is destinations in addition to the 
number of emergency routes. Your response that you cannot predict in advance 
Destinations is unacceptable, because you already have the past history of 
emergency responses The destination in formation was not provided or 
included in the DEIR/FEIR.

g. The Final EIR failed to consider that members of the public are legally blind or 
partially blind and cannot see the warning lights.

h. The Final EIR failed to consider that members of the public cannot hear or have 
limited hearing capacity and nc audible warning is being proposed.

i. Table 6-1 only considers the immediate adjacent streets and not other potential 
traffic and public safety street impacts from the new station issues.

j. The Appendix G Traffic Fehr P* Peers memorandum dated May 6, 2015 is only 8 
pages and does not address any of our stated specific concerns

3. We request that a Population Density Map be included in the DEIR that shows the 
Population Density proximity to the proposed Fire Station 3S.

Response to DEIR Response: You did not provide the information requested and your 
reference to Chapter 6 did not provide the information we needed Does this area or 
community have a higher population density than other areas near other fire 
departments? Is the population growth trend in this area increasing or decreasing? 
The information requested is necessary for the public and decision makers to determine 
if the location of the new fire station will cause new traffic congestion from source you 
were not aware of, sometimes certain hours of the day are high traffic congestion, 
certain street intersections are more dangerous and have more accidents, there may be 
increased public driving safety risk and increased safety risk to children walking to public 
schools and parks. This could be a new cumulative impact concern that needs to be 
further identified, assessed and mitigated.

Response to FEIR Response JM-4:

A. We went to the referenced Response to JM-1, "See page 7 of Table A-l in Appendix A to 
Draft EIR for response," and it does not address our concerns and maps request. The 
maps would assist the public in:

e Determining if there was a need for a fire station at the exact site location you 
have selected.

f. Determining if another fire station was close enough to not require a fire station 
at the site location you selected.

g. Determining if a site location further north or east would meet the need for a 
new fire station.

h. Recommending other alternative site locations The only sites evaluated were



sites chosen by the planning staff not any submitted by the public

B. We went to the referenced Response to JM-4, "Section 6.1.9 of the DEIR," and it does
not address and respond to our concerns and request

a. The Traffic Study failed to consider that the new station would cause new traffic 
congestion in which the public could further identify and comment with additional 
information and maps.

b. The Traffic Study failed to consider certain hours of the day have higher traffic 
congestion in which the public could further identify and comment with additional 
information and maps

c. The Traffic Study failed to address that certain street intersections are more 
dangerous and have more accidents in which the public could further identify and 
comment with additional information and maps.

d The traffic study failed to address there may be increased public driving safety risk in 
which the public could further identify and comment with additional information 
and maps.

e. The Traffic Study failed to adcress increased safety risk to children walking to public 
schools and parks in which the public could further identify and comment with 
additional information and maps.

f. The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our concern of knowing the 
past history of responses which have a direct correlation of Fire Dept. Truck Routes 
which may be modified due to the new Fire Station location and pass near public 
schools, children walking routes, preschools, senior citizen centers, clinics and 
shopping centers etc.. Our concern is destinations in addition to the number of 
emergency routes. Your response that you cannot predict in advance destinations is 
unacceptable, because you already have the past history of emergency responses. 
The destination in formation was not provide or include in the DEIR/FEIR.

g. The Final EIR failed to consider that members of the public are legally blind or 
partially blind and cannot see the warning lights

h. The Final EIR failed to consider that members of the public cannot hear or have 
limited hearing capacity and no audible warning is being proposed.

i. Table 6-1 only considers the immediate adjacent streets and not other potential 
traffic and public safety street impacts from the new station issues.

j. The Appendix G Traffic Fehr &. Peers memorandum dated May 6, 2015 is only 8 
pages and does not address any of our concerns.

k. Section 6.3.2 does not address any of our concerns identified in a-j. above It 
further did not identify, assess or mitigate the Cumulative Impact from other nearby 
businesses such as Auto Repair which has been expanding over the past years which 
contribute to traffic congestion, problems such tow truck wait (queue) time to enter 
a facility, double parking of tow trucks, extra times for tow trucks to back into a



facility, the blocking of traffic, increased public vehicle safety risk and pedestrian and 
school children safety risk.

We request that a Sensitive Receptor Map be included in the DEIR that shows the 
Sensitive Receptor Population and Categories proximity to the proposed Fire Station 39. 
Shall include Pregnant Women & Prenatal, Senior Citizen, Children and Hearing 
Disability Receptors

Response to DEIR Response: You did not provide the information requested. We 
cannot determine if there are any sensitive receptor categories that could be negatively 
impacted by this project as proposed. In this instance, we did not ask specifically for 
information regarding sensitive receptor impacts from air quality, we are also concerned 
with noise impacts and public safety impacts you did not address.

Many senior citizens have significant hearing problems and may not hear a fire alarm or 
horn on a fire truck and there are many people who are legally blind who may not see a 
fire truck speed out the door or down a street while the sensitive receptor is crossing 
the street Children can be awaken late at night and not be able to go back to sleep and 
the sleep deprivation would impact their academic studies and concentration A 
pregnant woman pushing a stroller with children can easily be startled and fall down or 
accidently let go of the hand of a child by her side.

The EIR did analyze a single-event maximum noise level (Lmax) which did reveal noise 
levels exceeding all public safety noise exposure standards. Yet this was not 
emphasized in the EIR and fails to adequately disclose to the public and decision makers 
that the numbers listed still exceed the City Noise Ordinance and State Public Health 
Safety Standards.

The EIR includes information on the Project CNEL After Mitigation but still fails to 
adequately disclose to the public and decision makers that the numbers listed still 
exceed the City Noise Ordinance and State Public Health Safety Standards.

Additional Noise barriers and Sound Suppression Mitigation Measures should have been 
included. That is why we also requested information regarding Fire Station Emergency 
Responses and Transportation Service Routes for the top 25 emergency response 
categories for all fire stations within 10 miles of the proposed Van Nuys Fire Station 39 
and including the Van Nuts Fire station 39 The past history of fire department 
response might reveal additional locations where noise mitigation should be applied.

You also did not inciude any mitigation measure for the Red Tail Hawk/Peregrine Falcon 
in which we identified that live or forage across the street and nearby.

Response to FEIR Response JM-5.



a The Dept, of Public Works response to see Table A-l page 8 in Appendix A to 
Draft EIR failed to include the exact Section Number and Figure Number for the 
public to gc to. Failure to do this causes an unacceptable burden to the public to 
waist their limited time searching.

b. The Sensitive Receptors Map shown on page 4.2-15 Figure 4.2 1 provides only 
limited sensitive receptor information which we have already identified. The 
following are already known categories of specific sensitive receptors of concern. 
Pregnant Women & Prenatal, Senior Citizens, Children, Students, Hearing and 
Sight Disability Sensitive Receptors.

c. The drawn radius of 1,000' is unacceptable since the routes of Fire Trucks will 
typically be numerous miles. We request a minimum of 5,000' as a preliminary 
assessment distance subject to a more accurate public impact assessment and 
5,000' along the primary Fire Truck Routes as determined by past emergency 
response history.

d. The Dept, of Public Works response to see Table A-l page 8 in Appendix A to 
Draft EIR Section Number 4.5 fails to provide a Page or Figure Number for the 
public to go to. Failure to do this causes an unacceptable burden to the public to 
waist their limited time searching.

e. The Schools Proximity Map is on Page 4.5-19 Figure Number 4.5-3 does not 
include Pre-Schools and Child Care Centers. It is not the public responsibility to 
have to search for left out information when the city has CEQA assigned staff and 
hired professional consultants and paid them $ 100,000 of dollars

f We have repeatedly stated that the public needs to know the traditional Fire 
Truck Routes based on past emergency response history to determine if all 
categories of impacts have been identified, assessed and mitigated.

g The Final EIR failed to consider that members of the public are legally blind or 
partially blind and cannot see the warning lights.

h. The Final EIR failed to consider that members of the public cannot hear or have 
limited hearing capacity and no audible warning is being proposed.

5. We request that a School Map be included in the DEIR that shows all public and private 
Preschools, Elementary Schools, Middle Schools, High Schools, Continuation, Special 
Education, Occupation Centers, Charter Schools etc. and the current student, parent 
travel and pedestrian routes in proximity to the proposed Fire Station 39.

Response to DEIR Response; Thank you for directing us to the school map location. 
You did not provide the information requested regarding current student, parent travel 
and pedestrian routes in proximity to the proposed Fire Station 39. Although the 
nearest school may be 0.25 miles away, hundreds if not thousands of students and 
parents must walk their children that 0 25 mile distance knowing the school travel



routes is important for public safety, safety assessment and planning new public safety 
needs. Parents with multiple young children may not have a babysitter to watch the 
other 2-3 children, therefore a parent may be walking with 2-3 children.

The map shows that hundreds if not thousands of students and parents must walk or 
drive their children more than 0.25 mile distance to get to the closest middle school and 
high school knowing the school travel routes is important for public safety, safety 
assessment and planning new public safety needs. New signage may be necessary, 
flashing lights, vibrating devices at corners and new street crosswalk markings may be 
necessary.

Therefore the Cumulative Impact Assessment was also incomplete, inadequate and 
therefore no mitigation has been proposed as required by CEQA.

Response to FEIR Response JM-9:

a The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our concerns regarding 
student and parent safe routes to schools in proximity to the proposed Fire 
Station 39 and Fire truck emergency response travel routes. The stated standard 
practice protocol "advanced warning" is inadequate to address our concerns and 
does not minimize conflicts we have identified. Public safety impacts would bo 
significant and would add to our cumulative impact concerns.

b. The information is needed to determine If new signage may be necessary, 
additional flashing light locations, vibrating devices at corners and new street 
crosswalk markings near the Fire Station and at intersections along Fire truck 
emergency response travel routes. This would be new mitigation not currently 
proposed.

c. The information is needed to determine if crossing guards are needed near the 
Fire Station and at intersections along Fire truck emergency response travel 
routes. This would be new mitigation not currently proposed.

6. We request that a Community Population Congregation Map be included in the DEIR 
that shows all public parks, recreation centers, libraries, city & governmental offices, 
courts, student and population travel routes in proximity to the proposed Fire Station 
39.

Response to DEIR Response: You did not provide the information requested. Your 
referral to Chapter 6 does not contain a map that shows public parks, recreation 
centers, libraries, city & governmental offices, courts, student and population travel 
routes in proximity to the proposed Fire Station 39.

Without a map we the public and decision makers cannot ascertain or see an analysis of



potential negative impacts. Knowing the proximity of public parks, recreation centers, 
libraries, city & governmental offices, courts, student and population travel routes in 
proximity to the proposed Fire Station 39 is important for public safety, safety 
assessment and planning new public safety needs. New signage may be necessary, 
flashing lights, vibrating devices at corners and new street crosswalk markings may be 
necessary.

Therefore the Cumulative Impact Assessment was also incomplete, inadequate and 
therefore no mitigation has been proposed as required by CEQA.

Response to FEIR Response JM-10:

a. The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our concerns about 
pedestrian safe routes to public parks, recreation centers, libraries, city & 
governmental offices, courts, public transportation busses and trains, hospitals, 
clinics, shopping centers, etc. in proximity to the proposed Fire Station 39 and 
emergency response travel routes. The stated standard practice protocol 
"advanced warning" is inadequate to address our concerns and does not 
minimize conflicts we have identified. Public safety impacts would be significant 
and would add to our cumulative impact concerns or requests.

b. The Dept of Public Works Referral to page 8 Table A-l in Appendix A to the Draft 
EIR does not address our specific concerns and Chapter 6 - Other Environmental 
Considerations does not address cur specific concerns or requests.

7. We request that the DEIR include a minimum of 10 Alternative Site Locations 
Alternative Site Locations shall include properties of approximate equal land parcel area, 
larger land parcels, smaller land parcels that have adjacent properties which could be 
purchased or be included as land trade exchange. Land parcels be prioritized by 
distance farthest from residential areas.

The fact that other locations had been previously reviewed by the LAFD and City Council 
District 6 Staff (CD6) is of little consequence since no member of the public or local 
residents to the proposed Station 39 were invited to participate in the review of other 
locations or nor allowed to nominate other potential alternative locations

The fact that there other fire station in or adjacent to residential neighborhoods is due 
to several factors: They were built prior to any environmental laws, prior to modern 
noise ordinances, prior to modern land use & zoning policies, the public was never 
properly notified or invited to participate, city elected officials & appointed 
commissioners were more easily bought-off back in the day, and there were not as 
many public health, public safety and environmental advocacy organizations and 
community leaders as today.



Response to DEIR Response: Your response is unacceptable. Although CEQA may not 
specially require a minimum of 10 alternatives, it does not prohibit more. CEQA allows 
the public the right to submit additional alternative site locations, which we the publ'c 
were denied in violation of CEQA. The city could have intentionally selected alternative 
sites that were all deficient in order to continue with its predetermined site selection.

Response to FEIR Response JM-11

a. We stated in our previous DEIR Public Comments that the public was not invited 
to participate in the nominations of Alternative Sites and the Dept, of Public 
Works as of today have not contacted our organization or Van Nuys Residents to 
submit Alternative Sites.

b- Residents of Van Nuys asked to meet with their local councilmember ana/or staff 
of CD 6 to discuss adding new Alternative Sites and CD 6 has not responded to 
them for a meeting

c. We would like to state of the five final Alternative Sites the following are 
acceptable with additional Mitigation Measures we have previously requested or 
identified that needed to be assessed and determined:

• Alternative Site 5 - 14400 Erwin Street
• Alternative Site 16 - 1415 Sylvan Street

8. We request that a Traffic Study & Traffic Congestion Map be included in the Draft EIR 
that includes all transit corridors and intersections which show Peak Public Pedestrian 
Transit Times and Density.

The Traffic Study shall also include a Local Business Density Traffic Study which counts 
the number of businesses that have significant customer traffic. Oxnard Street has a 
high density of Auto Repair & Paint Facilities 2X-3X normal, which mean a high number 
of tow trucks bringing vehicles, insurance adjusters visiting, auto repair technicians 
taking vehicles out for test drives and customers dropping off and picking up their 
vehicles. There is also significant day and over-night street parking and illegal parking.

Response to DEIR Response: Your response is unacceptable Your response d'd not 
address the specific examples and concerns we identified. The scope of work was 
deficient and does not address the concerns we have also identified in our responses to 
#6, #7, #8 and #9.

Response to FEIR Response JM-12

a. The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our specific public safety 
and traffic congestion concerns we identified.

b. The Dept, of Public Works Referral to page 8 Table A- l in Appendix A to the Draft



EIR does not address our specific concerns and Chapter 6 - Other Environmental 
Considerations does not address our specific concerns or requests.

c. The Dept of Public Works Referral to Appendix G Traffic Fehr & Peers 
memorandum dated May 6, 2015 is only 8 pages and does not address any of 
our stated specific concerns or requests.

9. We request that a Public Accident Risk Assessment Study be included in the Draft EIR 
that includes increased risk from direct and indirect fire department vehicle accidents, 
potential fires and explosions from fuel storage tanks. Shall include risk from impacts 
from natural disasters, earthquakes, nearby businesses and fuel delivery transportation 
routes.

Response to DEIR Response: Your response is unacceptable. Chapter 4 5 only deals 
with hazardous materials or instances you have identified and not all the concerns we 
have identified. We have raised issues of impacts from vehicle accidents, natural 
disasters, earthquakes, nearby businesses and fuel delivery transportation routes that 
were not responded to. You state that there are no schools and childcare facilities near 
Fire Station 39, whereas part of our concern is when the fire trucks leave the station to 
respond to an incident farther than 0.25 miles, which would be the vast majority of 
times. Some of our other concerns were identified in responses in # 6, # 7, # 8 and # S 
CEQA requires an assessment and mitigation of identified potential impacts from the 
public.

Response to FEIR Response JM-13:

a. The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our specific public safety 
and traffic congestion concerns we identified

b. The Dept, of Public Works Referral to page 8 Table A-l in Appendix A to the Draft 
EIR does not address our specific concerns we identified or requests.

c. The Dept, of Public Works Referral to Section 45 Hazards and Hazardous 
Materials does not address our specific concerns we identified or requests.

10 We request that there be complete disclosure of previous land parcel uses whicn 
included hazardous materials usage, or storage, current status of parcel and methods 
used to remediate the land parcel if applicable, final reports and plans

Response to DEIR Response You did not provide the information requested. We 
requested that there be complete disclosure of previous land parcel uses. Your soil 
studies did identify SVOC's and Vinyl Chloride and you plan to do some capping 
Although you state you will comply with all governmental regulatory requirements we 
can also site to you numerous examples of governmental regulatory agencies failure to 
do a good and compliant remediation job What if there is a high SVOCS underground



pocket which is ignited and explodes on-site? What is the immediate emergency 
response if the workers are seriously injured and killed? Where is the worst case 
scenario response in the EIR. Who helps the children, students, parents and shoppers 
walking-by. There appears to be no information prior to the 1920's.

A follow-up review of Appendix D-l Phase I Environmental Site Assessment prepared by 
Ninyo & Moore provides the majority of past historical information we requested. We 
now have concerns that in 1.5 Special Terms & Conditions it states that, "This study did 
not include an evaluation of geotechnical conditions or potential geologic hazards. In 
addition, unless otherwise indicated in this report, this Phase I ESA does not include 
analysis of the following: asbestos-containing materials (ACMs), methane gas, radon, 
lead-based paint (LBP), lead in drinking water, underground pipelines, wetlands, 
regulatory compliance, cultural and historic resources, industrial hygiene, health and 
safety, ecological resources, endangered species, indoor air quality, or high voltage 
power lines."

The report states that there were underground storage tanks for gasoline and kerosene 
and possible bulk chemical storage. The report further states that they identified 
conflicting data sets of information which could be based on different sampling 
techniques. This raises another serious red flag for the public and decision makers who 
have to rely on accurate information. We now ask if a 3rd independent study should 
now be initiated and adopted a standard practice.

We again emphasize that students, children, parents and shoppers safety off-site on 
public sidewalks and streets are not assessed, addressed and mitigated.

Response to FEIR Response JM-15:

a. The Dept, of Public Works response failed to address our specific public and 
worker safety and land remediation specific concerns we identified, 

b The Dept, of Public Works Referral to page 9 Table A-l in Appendix A to the Draft 
EIR does not address our specific concerns we identified or requests, 

c. The Dept, of Public Works Referral to Mitigation Measure MM-HAZ-1 does not 
address our specific concerns we identified or requests.

11. We request the DEIR include a comprehensive Noise Study DEIR include the equivalent 
of the Los Angeles - Harbor Community Benefit Foundation Wilmington Noise Studies.

Report #1: Noise Measurement Report - Wilmington School & Residence Sound
Attenuation Program - September 2012 - Harbor Community Benefit 
Foundation

Report # 2 Criteria and Prioritization Recommendations Report - Wilmington School



& Residence Sound Attenuation Program - June 2013 2012 - Harbor 
Community Benefit Foundation

Report # 3 Noise Contour Development Methodology Report - Wilmington School & 
Residence Sound Attenuation Program - December 2013 2012 - Harbor 
Community Benefit Foundation

Report # 4 Property Inventory and Mitigation Recommendations Report -
Wilmington School & Residence Sound Attenuation Program - October 
2013 - Harbor Community Benefit Foundation

In addition to potential noise health impacts there are other public health impacts that 
were not acknowledged by the City of Los Angeles and the documentation referenced to 
justify no hearing loss impacts. These include mental health and physical health 
impacts:

• Sleep Disturbance & Inability To Sleep
• Anxiety, Nervousness & Fear From Unknown Danger/Accident/Incident
• Anger/Hostility From Inability To Sleep/Loud Siren Noise Nuisance
• Potential Heart Attack/Stroke In Elderly
• Potential Falling/Loss Of Balance From Unexpected Loud Siren Noise At Home
• Potential Falling/Loss Of Balance From Unexpected Loud Siren Noise Out of Home
• Student Inability To Concentrate/Study In School
• Student Inability To Concentrate/Study At Home/Library/Park

Response to DEIR Response: You did not provide all the information requested or 
address all of the specific concerns we listed We are concerned with all potential noise 
impacts and potential public safety impacts you did not address.

The EIR did analyze a single-event maximum noise level (Lmax) which did reveal noise 
levels exceeding all public safety noise exposure standards. Yet this was not 
emphasized in the EIR and fails to adequately disclose to the public and decision makers 
that the numbers listed exceed the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance and State Public 
Health Safety Standards.

The EIR includes information on the Project CNEL After Mitigation but still fails to 
adequately disclose to the public and decision makers that the numbers listed still 
exceed the City of Los Angeles Noise Ordinance ana State Public Health Safety 
Standards.

Additional Noise Barriers and Sounc Suppression Mitigation Measures should have been 
included. That is why we also requested information regarding Fire Station Emergency 
Responses and Transportation Service Routes for the top 25 emergency response 
categories for all fire stations within 1C miles of the proposed Van Nuys Fire Station 39



and including the Van Nuts Fire station 39. The past history of fire department 
response might reveal additional locations where noise mitigation should be applied.

You did not reference the Los Angeles-Harbor Community Benefit Foundation 
Wilmington Noise Studies and relevant testing standards, methods, findings and 
recommendations that could be applied to this project.

Response to FEIR Response JM-14:

a. The proposed sound wall mitigation is unacceptable because it will not reduce 
the sound level below public safety levels and the city noise ordinance 
requirements for residential areas.

b. We identified that the Noise Analysis did not assess or mitigate sleep 
disturbance such as in the middle of the night for residents, sensitive receptor 
groups such as the elderly, children or the hospitalized or for children sleeping in 
child care centers during the day or night.

c. We identified that the CNEL was not adequate to disclose accurately the 
maximum public exposure to noise. The EIR did analyze a single-event maximum 
noise level (Lmax) which did reveal noise levels exceeding all public safety noise 
exposure standards. Yet this was not emphasized in the EIR and fails to 
adequately disclose to the public and decision makers that the numbers listed 
still exceed the Los Angeles City Noise Ordinance and State Public Health Safety 
Standards.

The EIR includes information on the Project CNEL After Mitigation but still fails to 
adequately disclose to the public and decision makers that the numbers listed 
still exceed the City Noise Ordinance and State Public Health Safety Standards,

d. We provided new expert community noise research information resources such 
as the Harbor Community Benefit Foundation Wilmington Noise Studies

Report #1: Noise Measurement Report - Wilmington School & Residence
Sound Attenuation Program - September 2012 - Harbor 
Community Benefit Foundation

Report # 2 Criteria and Prioritization Recommendations Report - Wilmington 
School & Residence Sound Attenuation Program - June 2013 2012 
- Harbor Community Benefit Foundation

Report # 3 Noise Contour Development Methodology Report - Wilmington
School & Residence Sound Attenuation Program - December 2013 
2012 - Harbor Community Benefit Foundation

Report # 4 Property Inventory and Mitigation Recommendations Report - 
Wilmington School & Residence Sound Attenuation Program - 
October 2013 - Harbor Community Benefit Foundation



e. The Harbor Community Benefit Foundation Wilmington Noise Studies also 
contain excellent state-of-the-art Noise mitigation Measures Recommendations 
which we request could be included as Van Nuys Fire Station Mitigation 
Measures.

12. We request the DEIR include a Fire Station Signage Plan. For example: most fire 
stations mark the street in front of the station to create a "Stay Clear Zone" do not stop 
area. However, when there is a lot of traffic you may be forced to stop in that Stay 
Clear Zone area and then the police will issue a citation which the public has to pay and 
if they dc not pay their driver's license and/or car registration will not be renewed and 
extra fines are charged.

There should be several very visible large s'gns starting at 500' away and 250' etc. to let 
the driver know they may have to stop outside of the Stay Clear Zone and that there is a 
Stay Clear Zone and notification you will be issued a ticked for failure to stop outside the 
zone Signs should also be posted so that the public knows that this street is a 
designated Fire Truck Route.

Response to DEIR Response: Your response is unacceptable Forwarding the request 
to the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering does not mean that the concern will be 
addressed. A response from the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering as to what 
action they will take or not take should have been included in your response

Response to FEIR Response JM-27:

a. We are not saying that signage was not in compliance with applicable codes and 
regulations, we are stating that additional signage, crosswalks and alarms may 
be necessary to meet student and public safety needs near the proposed new 
Fire Station and at intersections along Fire Truck emergency response travel 
routes.

b. We asked that the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering response be 
included in the Final EIR and it was not. Therefore additional public safety 
Mitigation Measures are not being proposed as requested by the public

13 We request the DEIR include that the city purchase and only allow Electric Fire Trucks & 
Vehicles at this facility and if none are available that the city sponsor the building of a 
demonstration and/or pilot project Electric Fire Truck as Mitigation Since no fire 
department vehicle will travel more than a few miles vs long distance travel it is not an 
issue or limitation for an Electric Fire Truck.

Response to DEIR Response: Your response is unacceptable. Forwarding the request 
to the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering does not mean that the concern will be 
addressed. A response from the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering as to what



action they will take or not take should have been included in your response. The city 
can also financially sponsor a zero emissions electric fire truck demonstration pilot 
project. We again request this as a Air Quality Mitigation Measure.

Response to FEIR Response JM-27.

a. We asked that the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering response be
included in the Final EIR and it was not. Therefore zero emissions Fire Truck
technology and reduction of greenhouse gases Mitigation Measures are not 
being proposed as requested by the public.

b. CEQA allows as acceptable Mitigation the sponsorship of demonstration pilot 
projects of new technologies including all categories of vehicles. The City of Los 
Angeles has on numerous times already included this. The Port of Los Angeles 
includes pilot projects as mitigation measures in almost all EIR's which are 
acceptable to the public

c. The Fire Trucks would be the same, with the only difference being a zero
emission electric motor truck The city would save considerably on gas and
maintenance costs with an electric Fire Truck

14. In the Cumulative Impacts section 4.1.6 the DEIR states that the city made a decision to 
limit the study area to a small area because of flat terrain and intervening urban 
development is unacceptable

a. This was an arbitrary and capricious decision without any supporting 
documentation to justify this decision which is in contradiction of CEQA 
requirements.

b. Table 3-1 is titled Roadways in the Project Vicinity and does not list projects as 
claimed in the Cumulative Impacts section 4.1.6.

c. The correct reference is Table 3-3 List of Related Projects only lists 2 projects 
The city failed to include a 4.5 acre development project located at 6100 Van 
Nuys Boulevard which will consist of 384 apartments and 17,000sf of retail space 
which is across the street from the proposed fire station, another develoDment 
nearby which is for 58 single-family homes at 14700 Sherman Way, another 
development project located at 13604 Sherman Way which will consist of 63 
studio apartments and another KB project for 132 residential homes. There is 
also no reference to future Van Nuys Airport expansion plan projects.

d. CEQA requires that an EIR must analyze and mitigate cumulative impacts 
whenever a proposed project's individual impacts have the potential to combine 
with related impacts from other projects to compound environmental harm.

e. The identified additional projects will significantly increase air pollution 
estimates, greenhouse gas emissions estimates, noise, traffic congestion, public 
safety risks and the number of sensitive receptors during construction and after 
project completion.



The Coalition For A Safe Environment (CFASE) is an Environmental Justice Organization involved 
in community organizing, family assistance, public education, leadership development, 
community empowerment, urban planning, community sustainaoility, technology research, 
economic development and public policy advocacy.

CFASE conducts public health surveys, distributes public information, prepares research 
reports, evaluates environmental impact reports, investigates environmental incidents, 
prepares EIR public comment documents, initiates environmental litigation attends 
governmental agency, private business and community organization meetings.

The Los Angeles Environmental Justice Network is an environmental and social justice 
organization which reviews, participates and comments on existing and proposed city, county, 
regional, state and federal laws, public policy, programs, projects, reports, assessment tools, 
handbooks and guidelines.

California Kids IAQ is a non-profit organization which advocates for children's rights to clean air 
and a healthy environment, supports clean air public policies, programs and projects, reviews 
and assesses clean air quality equipment and technologies.

Community Dreams is a non-profit organization which advocates and provides assistance to 
communities in achieving their dreams and aspirations for their children's sustainable future, 
participates in the review, research, support of creative community planning, redevelopment, 
quality of life, public transportation and sustainability opportunities.

The primary contact for correspondence and information is Jesse N. Marquez, Executive 
Director for the Coalition For A Sate Environment.

Respectfully Submitted,



s biect ^e; Environmental Impact Report Mitigation Monitoring Report, and Findings - Van Nuys Fire Station No. 39, 
J (SCH#20155031067), Item No. 70, July 1 2016 Reguiar Meeting Agenda

From: Jeffrey Lynn (lnjlynn@pacbell net)

counculmember.cedilIo@iacity.org; councilmember.martinez@iacity.org; councilmember.wesson@lacity.org; 
councilmember.bonin@lacity.org; councilmember.o^arrel^lacity.org; councilmember.buscaino@lacity org; 
councilmember.huizar@lacity.org; councilmember.price@lacity.org; councilmember.fuentes@lacity.org; 
councilmember. blumenfieid@iacity.org; councilmemberharris-dawscn@lacity.org;
councilmember krekorian@laclty.org; councilmember.martintinez@lacity.org; councilmember.englander@iacity.org; 
david.ryu@lacity.org; paul.koretz@lacity.org; clerk.cps@lacity.org;

Attached please find three (3) documents in PDF format addressing the matter referenced above, 
submitted on behalf of Tiara Group 2. Please include it in the record of proceedings for this project, 
Council File No. 13-1103.

Hard copies will be maoe available prior to the hearing on July 1,2016.

Please advise if there are any problems opening or reviewing the attachments.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

Jeffrey C. Lynn, Esq
Law Offices of Jeffrey C. Lynn
15760 Ventura Blvd., Suite 700
Encino, CA 91436
Tel: 818-995-9481/818-370-3216

Bcc: robinasuwol@earthlink.net mrw@mrwolfeasscciates.com;

Date: Thursday, June 30, 2016 4.12 PM

To the City Clerk and Members of the Los Angeles City Council:

Attachments

• FS39 Jan20l3 Appendices.pdf (1.27MB)
• FS39 Jan2013 Appendix K.pdf (2.93MB)
• FS39 Jan2001 Health Effects pdf (4.24MB)
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14 C.F.R. Part 161 
Application for Approval 

of a
Runway Use Restriction 

Appendices
This is the second of two volumes for the Los Angeles International Airport 14 C.F.R. Pan 161 
Application for Approval of a Proposed Runway Use Restriction The Appendices which follow 
contain background and supporting materia) for the Part 161 in accordance with the documentation 
requirements cf 14 C.F.R. Part 161 “Notice and Approval of Airport Noise and Access Restrictions.” 
Tins is not a stand-alone document and should be used together with the first volume of the Part 161 
application. The Appendices are provided under separate cover due to the magnitude of information 
contained therein and to provide an easier review of the information presented.
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APPENDIX K DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANSI SLEEP STANDARD

The Origins of the Methods Described in the ANSI Standard

Years of sleep disturbance research and then synthesis of those research results provided a practical 
method to compute number of people awakened from a full night of aircraft operations. That 
practical method eventually led to development of the current version of the ANSI Standard. 7

Sleep Disturbance Research

Night time aircraft noise can awaken people living near an airport, and there have long been efforts 
to quantify the circumstances that produce such awakenings. Such research has involved 
documenting the reactions of sleeping subjects to measured noise levels, either in a laboratory or in 
“field studies” in their homes. The subjects are sometmes attached to instrumentation that 
measures such things as heart rate, brain activity and physical movement, or they may be asked to 
simply press a button on a computer next to their bed or on a bracelet whenever they awaken. Noise 
events may be played through speakers, or may be a result of aircraft flying over their homes. In 
general, the results of such studies are summarized in a form similar to Figure K-l.

Figure K-l Typical Experimentally Determined Relationship between Indoor SEE and Percent of
Population Awakened

o Field Slueies
------FICON 1992
------ FICAN 1997

Indoor sound exposure level (SEL), dB

Curves like those plotted in Figure K-l mathematically represent the summation of the results, 
showing what percent of the people who experienced the various sound levels were awakened. In 
the figure, the FICAN 1997 curve shows, for example, that for an indoor Sound Exposure Level of 
80 dB, a maximum of about 10 percent of those who experience it are likely to be awakened. 17

17 American National Standard, ANSI / ASA S12.9-2008 / Part 6, "Quantities and Procedures for 
Description and Measurement of Environmental Sound — Part 6' Methods for Estimation of 
Awakenings Associated with Outdoor Noise Events Heard in Homes/'' This Standard is available for 
purchase at: http://webstore.ansi.org/.
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But the issue with most night time noise is not what percent will be awakened by a single event, but 
what percent or number of people will be awakened by the full night of events. The answer to the 
second question is much more practical, particularly in assessing changes in night time noise or ways 
to reduce the effects of night time noise.

Putting Sleep Research Results to Practical Use

In 2007, a pragmatic approach for using sleep research results was proposed. This approach used 
the awakening data on each of 84 subjects who lived around Los Angeles International (31 subjects), 
Denver International Airport (29 subjects) and Castle Air Force Base (24 subjects). The U.S. Air 
Force provided these data, which were previously obtained by Dr. Sanford Fidell and his co-workers 
under contract to the U.S. Air Force and NASA and were previously reported.18 19’20 21 22’2122 The data on 
each subject included the time and level of each aircraft noise event as measured in the sleeping 
room, and whether the subject awoke or not.

First Analysis Result - New Awakening Relationships

The first level of analysis provided by Anderson and Miller developed two primary equations that 
gave the probability that an average person would awaken dependent on the indoor Sound Exposure 
Level (SEL). One equation gave the probability independent of when during the night the aircraft 
noise event occurred, while the second one included the time of night. The results for the second 
equation showed that the later in the night an event occurred, the more likely a person is to awaken - 
probability of awakening depends on time of night.

Figure K-2 and Figure K-3 present examples of how, when the time of an event is later, the 
probability of awakening increases. These results, however, still provide no way to account for a full 
night of aircraft noise events. The second analysis of the article (footnote 21), gives a method.

18 Anderson, G.S. and Miller, N.P., "Alternative analysis of sleep-awakening data," Noise Control 
Eng. J. 55 (2), 2007 March-April
19 S. Fidell et al, "Noise-induced sleep disturbance in residential settings," Report AL/OE-TR-1994- 
0131, Occupational & Environmental Health Division, Armstrong Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air 
Force Base, Ohio (1994).
20 S. Fidell et al, "Field study of noise-induced sleep disturbance," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 98(2), (1995)
21S. Fidell et al, "Effects on sleep disturbance of changes in aircraft noise near three airports," J. 
Acoust. Soc. Am. 107(5), (2000)
22 S. Fidell et al, "Noise-induced sleep disturbance in residences near two civil airports," NASA 
Contractor Report 198252, Contract NAS1-20Q101 (December 1995)
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Figure K-2 Analysis Results for 1 Hour after Retiring
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Figure K-3 Analysis Results for 6 Hours after Retiring

Probability of Awakening from One Aircraft Event 
-6 Hours After Retiring-
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Second Analysis Results - Accounting for a Full Night of Operations

The relationships shown in Figure K-2 and Figure K-3 give probability of awakening. Figure K-4 
shows how this probability is translated simply to the probability of sleeping through; i e., of not 
awakening from the event. Sleeping through is simply one minus the probability of awakening. If 
the probability of awakemng is 10%, then the probability of not aw akening ;s 90%. If there are two 
events, then the probability of sleeping through both is 90% times 90% or 81 % chance of not 
awakening

In the same way, the probability of sleeping through any number of events can be computed. Once 
all the events in a mght are included, then one minus the total probability of sleeping through all 
events is the probability of not sleeping through them all or the probability of awakening at least
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once during the night. The result can be interpreted as the percent of people likely to be awakened at 
least once during the night since the equations of the first analysis are based on averages. The result 
can also be interpreted as the probability the average person will be awakened at least once during 
the night.

Figure K-4 Translating Probability of Awakening to Probability of Sleeping Through an Aircraft Event

Probability of Awakening / Sleeping through One 
Aircraft Event -After 6 Hours-

Indoor SEL (dBA)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARD

The American National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI) has served as administrator and coordinator 
of the United States private sector voluntary standardization system for more than 90 years. ANSI 
has as its primary goal the enhancement of global competitiveness of U.S. business and the 
American quality of life by promoting and facilitating voluntary consensus standards and conformity 
assessment systems and promoting their integrity.

ANSI facilitates the development of American National Standards by accrediting the procedures of 
standards developing organizations. One of those standards organizations is the Acoustical Society 
of America, providing several ANSI accredited Standards Committees on topics related to acoustics. 
Specifically, Standards Committee SI2 develops and revises standards related to noise.

Committee S12 recognized that since the awakening Standard was first approved in 2000, 
considerable additional data on sleep disturbance had become available. Following its approved 
operating procedures, the Working Group 15 of Committee S12 met over the course of several years, 
reviewing available data and methods developed by credible sleep disturbance studies, both in the 
U.S. and in other countries.23

The committee reached consensus on several important issues, including the following two. First, 
actual (behavioral) awakening would be the type of sleep disturbance addressed. Several European 
researchers suggest that physical movement (“motility”) is the appropriate indicator of sleep 
disturbance,24 while others consider changes in or time spent in different sleep stages the important

23 Note that Committee S12 has a number of working groups, each working on different aspects of 
noise and noise control. Working Group 15 is "Measurement and Evaluation of Outdoor 
Community Noise"
24 Miedema, W. Passchier-Vermeer, H. Vos, "Elements for a position paper on night-time
transportation noise and sleep disturbance," TNO Inro report 2002-59, 2002
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25measure of sleep disturbance. This decision was based in part on the limited ability to relate these
other measures to actual awakenings, the overall uncertainty of the relationship of any type Sleep 
disturbance to health effects, and on the ease of communicating to a lay public the concept of 
increased or decreased behavioral awakenings.

Second, rathei than use a cumulative noise metric such as the Day-Night Average Sound Level, 
DNL, or the equivalent night-time level, Lnight (as proposed in the reference of footnote 24), the 
method of Anderson and Miller would be used to compute the percent of populations likely to be 
awakened at least once during the night as a result of a stated distribution of aircraft SELs. It was 
noted that the metric of Lnight has been shown to have no correlation with awakenings. 2 5

The resultant Standard, after detailed review, comments and changes by Working Group 15, was 
approved by Committee S12 and approved in July 2008 by the American National Standards 
Institute, Inc. Later that year, the Siandard was reviewed by the Fedeial Interagency Committee on 
Aviation Noise (FICAN) and recommended for use in predicting awakenings from aircraft noise; see 
FICAN Recommendation, Appendix L.

APPLICATION OF THE STANDARD TO CHANGES IN NIGHT OPERATIONS

This section provides the technical detail on use of the Standard to estimate the percent or number of 
people awakened by nighttime operations at an airport.

The Equation

The relationship that predicts the probability of awakening from a single event is given by Eouation 
K-l

1
Pawake,single ~ ~ _7

1 + C
Equation K-l

In this equation, the vanable Z is expanded in Error! Reference source not found.

Z = A) + PlpAE + Pi Pretire

Equation K-2
Where

Po, Pu Pt ~ Constants 

Lae = Indoor SEL 25 26

25 Griefahn, B., S, Robens, P. Brode, M. Basner, "The sleep disturbance index-a measure for 
structural alterations of sleep due to environmental influences," Proceedings ICBEN 2008, 
Foxwoods, CT, U.S A
26 Ibid, Fidell, 1994
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Tfaire = Time since retiring (minutes)

Table K.-1 gives the values of the constants. The constants are different depending on whether or not 
the times of night of the aircraft noise events (which are translated to time since retiring) are known.

Table K-l Values of Equation Constants for Calculating Probability of Awakening
Source. ANSI SI 12.9-2008

Determine Awakenings Using:
Values of the Constants

Po P<- Pt

SEL values only -6.3884 0.04444 0

SEL and Time Since Retiring -7.594 0.04444 0.00336

The Method

Define a Grid of Points about the Airport

The Standard is used by computing percent awakened at individual points around the airport. Each 
point should be associated with a population number Using census block centroids is one useful 
means to identify the grid of points. Alternatively, a regular grid of points may be defined, but then 
the population values need to be associated with the closest or most appropriate grid point.27

Run INM to Compute Distribution of SEL Values at each Point

The FAA’s Integrated Noise Model (INM) is particularly useful because it car provide (by setting up 
a “detailed grid point analysi s”) a complete list of SEL values at each grid point. When accounting 
for time of night (as done in the Part 161 study) the computations are run once for the operations in 
each third of the night: 10:00 p.m. to 01:00 a.rn., 01:00 a.m. to 04:00 a.m., and 04:00 a.m. to 07:00 
a.m.

Determine Outdoor-to-indoor Noise Level Reductions

In the sleep research, indoor SEL values that are less than about 50 dB have generally been 
deteimined to awaken few if any subjects. Hence, any indoor SEL’s less than 50 dB may be 
eliminated from the calculations, (lire Standard states that . .the probability of awakening shall be 
set to zero for any [SEL] that is less than 50 dB.”), Because the INM computes outdoor sound 
levels, an outdoor-to-indoor noise level reduction needs to be selected for each grid point. For some 
airports, this reduction can be different for the areas where the homes have received sound 
insulation.28 Adjust all computed SEL values by the outdoor -to-indoor reduction and eliminate 
any resulting SEL less than 50 dB.

27 For example, if population is concentrated away from the centroid, a grid point more closely 
associated with the actual distribution may be selected.
28 In realistic applications of the Standard, sound insulation reduces the number of awakenings by 
20% to 25%.
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Adjust Number of Operations for Seven Hours of Sleep

The Standard recognizes that the nighttime used in the U.S. is nine hours long from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. 
yet average U.S. adults sleep seven hours a night. Hence, the number of operations at each SEL 
value is multiplied by seven-ninths.

Compute the Number or Percent of People Awakened

The computation may be thought of as iterative across grid points and step-wise for each grid point:

• At a grid point, for each SEL value in each of the three night time periods, Equation 1 and 
Equation 2 with the second row of constants in Table 1 are used to compute the probability 
of awakening from each SEL; time since retiring that should be used for each third of the 
night is:

o For events between 10:00 p.m. to 01:00 a.m. - 70 minutes 

o For events between 01:00 a.m. to 04:00 a.m. - 210 minutes 

o For events between 04:00 a.m. to 07:00 a.m. - 350 minutes

• Compute the probability of not awakening for each SEL by subtracting the probability of 
awakening from one

• Multiply the probability of not awakening times every other probability of not awakening 
during the entire night

• Subtract the resulting entire night probability of not awakening from one

• Multiply the entire night probability of not awakening by the population for that grid point

• Repeat the calculation for each grid point

• If desired, the numbers of people awakened at all grid points may be summed to yield:

o Total number of people awakened 

o Percent of all people awakened

The following tables provide an example calculation at one point with population of 1000.
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Probability of 
not

Awakening
2200-0100

0.69489806

Distribution of Indoor SEL and Number of Aircraft 0[rerations at Each SEL 2200-0100
Indoor SEL 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81

Number of Ops, each 
SEL 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2
Tretire 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 70.00

7/9 * Ops 0.777778 1.555556 2.333333 1.555556 0.777778 1.555556 2.333333 1.555556 0.777778 1.555556 2.333333 1.555556
Prob Not Awake 0.99131 0.98111 0.969232 0.977497 0.987646 0.973208 0.95648 0.968121 0.982464 0.962096 0.938669 0.954973

Probability of 
not

Awakening
0100-0400

0.67343872

Distribution of Indoor SEL and Number of Aircraft Operations at Each SEL 0100-0400
Indoor SEL 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81

Number of Ops, each 
SEL 1 2 1 2 0 1.5 1 2 1 2 3 0
Tretire 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210,00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00 210.00

7/9 * Ops 0.777778 1.555556 0.777778 1.555556 0 1.166667 0.777778 1.555556 0.777778 1.555556 2.333333 0
Prob Not Awake 0.986163 0.97002 0.983515 0.964344 1 0.968051 0.976642 0.9497 0.972224 0.940357 0.904227 1

Probability of 
not

Awakening
0400-0700

0.50453709

Distribution of Indoor SEL and Number of Aircraft Operations at Each SEL 0400-0700
Indoor SEL 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81

Number of Ops, each 
SEL 1 1 2.5 2 1 0 3 0 1 2 1 3
Tretire 350.00 350.00 350.00 350.00 350.00 350.00 350.00 350,00 350.00 350,00 350.00 350.00

7/9 * Ops 0.777778 0.777778 1.944444 1.555556 0.777778 0 2.333333 o1 0.777778 1.555556 0.777778 2.333333
Prob Not Awake 0.978034 0.976041 0.935955 0.943837 0.968947 1 0.893415 1 0.95627 0.907063 0.948203 0.840324
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For Entire Night

Population 
at Point

Probability 
of not 

Awakening

Probability
of

Awakening

Number
Awakened

1000 0.236109 0.763891 763.8911

Percent Awakened 
or Chance Average 
Person Awakened

76.38911

January 2013
page K-10
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1. INTRODUCTION
This Technical Report presents additional information to support the assessment of potential health 
effects of noise associated with implementation of the Los Angeles International (LAX) Airport Master 
Plan. This report provides data and analysis in support of the Environmental Impact 
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) for the LAX Master Plan prepared pursuant to the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
This report provides information that is supplemental to the material presented in Section 4.24.2, Health 
Effects of Noise, of the EIS/EIR. General approach and methodology and impacts associated with the 
information contained in this Technical Report are addressed in the EIS/EIR section. Noise impacts are 
also addressed in Section 4.1, Noise, of the EIS/EIR, Appendix D, Aircraft Noise Technical Report, and 
Section 4.2, Land Use, of the EIS/EIR and Technical Report 1, Land Use.

Noise is often described as unwanted sound. Factors that contribute to an individual’s reaction to noise 
include the sound level, frequency, and duration, in addition to numerous non-acoustical factors, such as 
experience and personality. The level of noise can be represented in numerous ways.
Research on the health effects of aircraft noise has focused on the potential impact on physiological and 
psychological health, including speech communication, sleep disturbance, learning, and work 
performance. Publications pertaining to the long-term effects of noise on human health are often 
contradictory. Some studies suggest that there are clear indicators that noise, particularly aircraft noise, 
has a detrimental effect on the cardiovascular system, mortality rates, birth defects, achievement scores, 
psychiatric admissions, sleep disturbance, and overall psychological well being; other studies refute those 
conclusions and identify flaws in the methodology and analysis. With the exception of hearing damage, 
there are no quantifiable standards to be used as a basis for impact assessment with respect to the health 
effects of noise. However, the 65-decibel (dB) level of Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) can be 
used in the assessment of aircraft noise in accordance with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
guidelines. Numerous studies of human perception and annoyance have indicated that it is at this level 
that a substantial portion of the community will become “highly annoyed” by aircraft noise. The metric 
considers both the loudness and duration of exposure in the development of the average decibel level for 
all locations within the airport environs. FAA has developed compatibility criteria, which describe what 
land uses are acceptable within a certain noise level contour. These compatibility criteria are presented in 
Table 4.2-1, Land Use Compatibility Guidelines FAR Part 150, in Section 4.2, Land Use, of the EIS/EIR. 
These compatibility criteria consider the human response to noise, and have been established to prevent 
annoyance, which likely accrues at a lower noise level than health effects. It is, therefore, assumed that 
compliance with the compatibility criteria is sufficient to protect human health.
The following summarizes the findings of some of the existing studies and research on the physiological 
and psychological health effects of noise.

Potential physiological effects associated with noise include hearing loss, increased heart rate and blood 
pressure, and others. Hearing loss has been conclusively linked to noise exposure; however, research 
regarding other physiological effects is not conclusive. Details regarding existing research on each of 
these potential effects are provided below.

The most immediate and verifiable health effect presented by high sound levels is loss of hearing. Single
event noise levels from many aircraft that operate from runways at LAX commonly exceed 85 dB at 
neighboring residential land uses. However, on the basis of the single-event noise analysis and aircraft 
noise measurements, such levels are exceeded for less than one hour. Furthermore, aircraft noise levels 
of 115 dB are not experienced by residents around LAX. The baseline noise exposure analysis shows 
that the peak sound exposure level (SEL) affecting residents closest to LAX is 109 dB along Imperial 
Avenue in El Segundo. Due to the level and limited duration (a few seconds per operation) of baseline 
noise from aircraft at LAX, aircraft operations are not expected to cause permanent hearing damage to 
residents near LAX.
Employees of both LAWA and LAX tenants, particularly those who work on the airfield (e.g., baggage 
handlers, tug drivers, refueling workers) are exposed to aircraft noise during the course of their work.

2. PHYSIOLOGICAL HEALTH

2.1 Hearing Loss

Los Angeles International Airport 1 LAX Master Plan Draft EIS/EIR
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Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and California Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (CalOSHA) noise standards, as shown in Table 1, OSHA and CalOSHA Permissible Noise 
Exposure Standards, regulate the exposure of all workers, including airport workers, to occupational 
noise. The noise levels are designed to prevent hearing damage in employees who work in loud 
environments. Airport employees use appropriate personal protective gear in order to reduce their noise 
exposure to the levels acceptable under OSHA and CalOSHA.

Table 1

OSHA and CalOSHA Permissible Noise Exposure Standards

Sound Level (dB)1 Duration Per Day (Hours)
90 8
92 6
95 4
97 3
100 2
102 1.5
105 1
110 0.5
115 <0.5* 2 / <0.253

1 When the daily exposure is composed of two or more periods of noise 
exposure of different levels, their combined effect should be considered, 
rather than the individual effect of each.

2 OSHA standard.
3 CalOSHA standard.

Source: OSHA, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 29, Chapter 27, Part
1910; CalOSHA, California Code of Regulations, Title 8, Article 105, 
Section 5096.

2.2 Physiological Effects Other Than Hearing 
Loss

Some studies on the physiological effects of noise have found that noise can cause physical reactions 
such as the release of adrenaline, a rise in blood pressure, and the tensing of muscles. For example, a 
study performed on schoolchildren in Munich indicated that children who live in high-noise areas near 
Munich International Airport have higher levels of stress hormones (adrenaline and norepinephrine) and 
elevated blood pressure. The researchers felt that their results confirm the link between chronic exposure 
to noise and elevation of stress hormones, elevation of resting blood pressure, and differential 
cardiovascular reactivity. Additionally, the authors interpreted the results of the study to indicate that 
chronic exposure to noise may deplete the coping capacity of children, directly affecting the cardiovascular 
system and indirectly affecting the immune system.1 While such effects can be induced and observed, it 
is not known to what extent these physiological responses cause harm or signify that harm is occurring to 
the health of the individual.
A 1979 study performed near LAX identified a substantial increase in mortality rates in the area where 
noise was the highest. Specifically, the study claimed a 15 percent increase in deaths due to strokes and 
100 percent increase in deaths due to cirrhosis of the liver as a result of jet noise.2 However, a reanalysis 
of the data published in 1980 did not confirm the original results. Instead, the 1980 study indicated that 
"once the confounding effects of age, race, and sex were taken into account by direct and indirect 
methods of standardization, there was little difference in the mortality experience of the airport and control 
areas.”3

' Evans, Gary W., Steffan Hygge, and Monika Bullinger, ‘‘Chronic Noise and Psychological Stress,” Psychological 
Sciences. Volume 6, November 1995.

2 Meecham, W.C., and Neil Shaw, "Effects of Jet Noise on Mortality Rates," British Journal of Audiology. 1979.

3 Frerichs, Ralph R., Barbara L. Beeman, and Anne H. Coulson, “Los Angeles Airport Noise and Mortality -- Faulty 
Analysis and Public Policy,” American Journal of Public Health, April 1980.
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Although scientists have attempted to determine whether hign noise levels can adversely affect human 
health beyond hearing damage, and the research efforts have covered a broad range of potential impacts, 
from cardiovascular response to fetal weight and mortality, a relationship between noise and health effects 
has yet to be convincingly demonstrated. Specifically, it has not yet been shown in a manner that can be 
repealed or replicated by other researchers while yielding similar results—an essential characteristic for 
acceptance by the scientific community.
In addition, physiological effects induced by noise can be associated with a wide variety of other 
environmental stressors. Isolating the effects of aircraft noise alone as a source of physiological change 
has not yet been convincingly proven. For example, socioeconomic factors can confound health effects of 
noise research. In a review of 30 studies conducted worldwide between 1993 and 1998,4 a team of 
international researchers concluded that, while some findings suggest that noise can affect health, 
improved research concepts and methods are needed to verify this possible relationship The team called 
for additional studies of the numerous environmental and behavioral factors that can confound, mediate, 
or moderate survey findings. Therefore, a direct link between aircraft noise exposure and physiological 
health effects, other than hearing loss, has not been demonstrated.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has taken the following position ‘Research 
implicates noise as one of several factors producing stress-related health effects such as heart disease, 
high blood pressure and stroke, ulcers and other digestive disorders. The relationship between noise and 
these effects has not yet been quantified.”5

3. PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH
Potential psychological effects associated witn noise include interference with speech communication, 
sleep disturbance, learning effects, and work performance effects. Many findings from survey reports 
show that there is little reliable evidence on the relationship between noise exposure and mental health 6 
Details about existing research on each of tnese potential effects are provided below.

3.1 Interference with Speech Communication
One of the most common effects of noise on human activities is the interference with speech 
communication. Speech communication interference may reduce understanding of conversations in 
classrooms and classroom teaching (as discussed in Section 3.3, Learning Effects, below) and the 
performance of work involving speech communication (as discussed in Section 3.4. Work Performance 
Effects, below). It also may affect a number of common daily activities and interactions.
Normal conversational speech is in the range of 6C to 65 dB and any noise in this range or louder may 
interfere with conversation. Scientific research has found that the maximum continuous sound level that 
will permit relaxed conversation with 100 percent intelligibility throughout a typical residential living room 
{talker/listener separation greater than approximately 3.5 feet) is 45 dB. A 95 percent intelligibility, 
considered to be ‘‘satisfactory conversation,” can be obtained with a steady sound level of up to 64 dB. 
When the noise level approaches 80 dB, intelligibility drops to near zem even when a loud voce is used.7 
Speech communication interference may result from masking of the speaker’s words or by causing the 
speaker to pause.
Outdoors, because of the absence of reflecting walls to provide the reverberation found indoors, the sound 
level of speech as it reaches the ear decreases comparatively mo'e rapidly with increasing distance

4 Lercher, P., S.A. Stansfield, and S.J. Thompson ‘Non-Auditory Health Effects of Noise: Review of the 1993-1998 
Period.” Noise Effects - 98 Conference Proceedings. 1998.

5 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Guidelines for Noise Impact Analysis. EPa Report No. 550/9-82-105, 
1982.

6 Taylor, S. Martin, and Peter A. Wilkins, Health Ejects. Transoortafon Noise Reference Book Butterworths,
1987

7 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and Control, Information on Levels of 
Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. March 
1974.
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between the tatker and listener With steady background noise, there comes a point, as tha talker and 
listener increase their separation, where the decreasing speech signai is masked by the noise.8
Almost all fluctuating sound levels found in the everyday environment will, if averaged over a long period 
of time, have less impact on speech intelligibility than a steady sound of the same Equivalent Sound Level 
{Leq). This occurs because most of the time, the background noise level is less than the Equivalent 
Sound Level (because of the logarithmic base of sound intensity measurement, a loud sound need have 
only a relatively snort duration to raise the Leq substantially).
The interference of speech associated with aircraft noise is a primary source of annoyance to individuals 
on the ground. The disruption of leisure activities, such as listening to the radio, television, music, and 
conversation, gives rise to frustration and irritation. Adequate speech communication is important in 
classroom, home, office, and industry settings. The degree to which noise interferes with indoor speech 
depends not only on physical factors such as noise levels, distance between the speaker and listener, and 
room acoustics, but also on non-physical factors such as the speaker's enunciation and the listener’s 
Interest in. and familiarity with, the topic.
The psychological effects of aircraft noise interference witn speech communication have not been 
quantifiea, nor has there been a great deal of research widely accepted by the scientific community that 
deals specifically with the effects of speech communication interference. Research studies that address 
the relationship of speech communication interference with learning and work performance aie discussed 
below.

3,2 Sleep Disturbance
Sleep disturbance is a major noise concern of residents near airports. Noise can make it difficult to fall 
asleep, create momentary disturbances of natural sleep patterns by causing shifts from deep to lighter 
stages, and awaken the sleeper Sleep is essential for good physical and emotional health and noise can 
interfere with sleep even when the sleeoer is not consciously awakened by noise.
The extent to which environmental noise affects human sleep patterns vanes from individual to individual. 
Whether an individual is aroused by a noise depends upon the individual’s sleep state and sleep habits, 
the loudness or suddenness of the noise, the information value of the noise, and other factors. When the 
noise source emanates from outdoors, as is the case with aircraft noise, additional factors affect the 
loudness of the noise as heard indoors. The noise level reduction provided by the type of structure is one 
of these determinants. A greater variable thojgh, is whether windows are open or closed. Also, most 
people adapt over time to increased levels of noise during sleep.9 * 11
Recommended values for desired sound levels in residential bedroom space range from 25 to 45 dB with 
35 dB being the norm. In 1981, the National Association of Noise Control Officials published data on the 
probability of sleep disturbance with various single event noise levels. Based on laboratory experiments 
conducted in the 1970s, this data indicated that noise exposure at a 75 dB interior noise level event will 
cause noise-incuced awakening in 30 percent of cases. Like many earlier laboratory sleep studies, this 
study has been criticized because of the extremely small sample sizes and because the laboratory was 
not necessarily a representative environment.

Historical studies of sleep disturbance were conducted mainly in laboratories, using various indicators of 
response (e.g., electroencephalographic recordings, verbal response, button push). Field studies were 
also conducted, in which subjects were exposed to noise in their own homes, using real or simulated 
noise '' 1’ 12 In a 1989 assessment of existing research, one study, cited by the Federal Interagency

8 California Deoartment of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, Airport Land Use Planning Handbook. 
Decemper 1993.

‘ California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, Airport uand Use Planning Handocok 
December 1993.

0 Lukas, J , "Noise and Sleep: A Literature Review ana a Proposed Criterion for Assessing Effect,” Journal of the 
Acoustical Society of America. 58(6), 1975.

11 Griefahn, B. and A. Muzet, “Noise-Induced Sleep Disturbances and Their Effect on Health,-' Journal of Sound 
and Vibration. 59(1), 1378,

2 Pearsons, K S.. D.S. Barber, and B G. Tabachn’ck, Analyses of t ie Predictability of Noise-Induced Sleep 
Disturbance- (HSD-TR-89-029), Brooks Air Force Bass. 989 (HSD/YA-NSBIT).
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Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN), indicated the need for substantially more research in this area, 
citing the large discrepancy between laboratory and field studies as a major concern.13 For instance, data 
from studies since 1992 indicates that considerably fewer of the exposed population is expected to be 
awakened by noise than had been shown with laboratory studies.
Sleep disturbance studies may also involve the collection of cumulative data from subjects. Potential 
problems associated with the use of cumulative data include the potential influences of disturbance 
caused by non-noise sources and the difficulty of avoiding bias in test subjects when self-reporting. 
Additionally, a 1989 literature review conducted for the U.S. Air Force, indicated that no specific adverse 
health effects have been clearly associated with sleep disturbance either by awakening or by sleep-state 
changes.14 Research has consistently shown that all subjective reactions to noise vary greatly from 
person to person and from time to time and deviations from the average can be very large. Details of 
specific sleep disturbance studies are provided below.
A research study from England has shown that the probability for sleep disturbance is less than what had 
been reported in earlier research. This study, conducted in the 1990s using new techniques, indicates 
that awakenings can be expected at a much lower rate. This research showed that once a person is 
asleep, it is unlikely that the individual will be awakened by single-event noise. The major difference 
between the British study and those performed earlier is that the British study used actual in-home sleep 
disturbance patterns as opposed to laboratory data. Some of this research was criticized because it was 
conducted in areas where subjects had become accustomed to aircraft noise. This study compared the 
various causes of sleep disturbance using in-home sleep studies. This field study assessed the effects of 
nighttime aircraft noise on sleep in 400 people (211 women and 189 men; 20 to 70 years of age; one per 
household) living at eight sites adjacent to four U.K. airports, with different levels of nighttiem aircraft 
activity. The main finding was that only a minority of aircraft events affected sleep and, for most subjects, 
domestic and other non-aircraft factors had much greater effects.15
The British study indicated that, once asleep, very few people living near airports are at risk of any 
substantial sleep disturbance due to aircraft noise, even at the high event levels. The study emphasized 
that its data represents average awakenings and that some individuals in any exposed population are 
likely to be more sensitive to nighttime noise than others. The study also showed that an average person 
has only a 1-in-75 chance of being awakened by aircraft noise in the outdoor range of 90 to 100 dB SEL. 
Allowing for the noise level reduction of the structure, this data indicates that indoor single-event sound 
levels of 70 to 80 dB will cause less than a 2 percent chance of sleep disturbance.16
In contrast to the British study, a U.S. Air Force study17 found that approximately 20 percent of the 
population can be expected to awaken by indoor SEL of 70 dB. This percentage rises to nearly 50 
percent at an SEL of 90 dB. Earlier studies documented by USEPA18 indicate even higher percentages of 
people likely to be awakened by noise levels in this range. The USEPA report found that 60 percent of 
people are awakened by outdoor cumulative noise levels (DNL) of 65 dB. Some of the discrepancies 
among these studies can be accounted for by the differences in the way people sleep in their own homes 
versus in a laboratory setting and the difference between those likely to be awakened by noise in a 
laboratory setting than in a familiar, home environment. There is also an important distinction between 
individual noise events and ambient noise levels. When background noise levels are low, a single noise 
having a maximum level of as little as 45 dB may cause some individuals to awaken, particularly if they

3 Federal Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN), Effects of Aviation Noise on Awakenings from Sleep. 
June 1997.

4 Pearsons, K.S., D.S. Barber, and B.G. Tabachnick, Analyses of the Predictability of Noise-Induced Sleep 
Disturbance. (HSD-TR-89-029), Brooks Air Force Base, 1989 (HSD/YA-NSBIT).

5 Ollerhead, J.B., C.J. Jones, et al., Report of a Field Study of Aircraft Noise and Sleep Disturbance. A study 
commissioned by the U.K. Department of Transport, Department of Safety, Environment, and Engineering, 1992.

6 California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, Airport Land Use Planning Handbook. 
December 1993.

7 Finegold, 1992, as referenced in California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics, Airport Land 
Use Planning Handbook. December 1993.

8 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and Control, Information on Levels of 
Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety. March 
1974.
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have not become accustomed to such noises. However, a relatively constant noise of about the same 
level would likely cause less sleep disruption to surrounding residents.
A 1992 study conducted for the U.S. Air Force observed the effects of nighttime noise exposure on the in
home sleep of residents near Castle Air Force Base in California, near LAX, and in several suburban 
control households with negligible aircraft noise exposure. A statistically reliable relationship was 
observed between sound exposure levels of noise intrusions in sleeping quarters and behaviorally 
confirmed awakenings within five minutes of occurrence of noise intrusions. However, of a total of 4,452 
awakening responses, only 326 could be associated with particular noise events. The authors also 
cautioned that the test subjects used in this study may not be representative of all residential situations 
and that generalizations of the data obtained in the study should be limited to long-term residents of areas 
with stable nighttime noise exposure.19
A large-scale field study of noise-induced sleep disturbance was conducted near Stapleton International 
Airport and Denver International Airport, both in Colorado. Sleep disturbance was measured by several 
methods, including button pushes upon awakening and body movements, as recorded by actimeters.20 
The results of this study indicated that statistically reliable relationships were observed between sound 
exposure levels of individual noise intrusions as measured inside sleeping quarters and several measures 
of sleep disturbance.21 Although a statistically reliable relationship was observed, this study does not 
provide any guidance as to what level of sleep disturbance constitutes a significant impact.
In 1992, the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON), in a document titled Federal Interagency 
Review of Selected Airport Noise Analysis Issues, recommended an interim dose-response curve for 
sleep disturbance based on laboratory studies of sleep disturbance. In June 1997, FICAN updated the 
FICON recommendation with a curve based on the more recent in-home sleep disturbance studies which 
show lower rates of awakening compared to the laboratory studies. The study concluded that the FICON 
curve overestimated the extent of aircraft noise-related awakenings for a given noise exposure. The 
curve has some limitations. It is based on behavioral awakening as the indicator of sleep disturbance; 
relationships between aircraft noise and other potential sleep disturbance or related health effects 
responses have not been established by any of the recent studies. Additionally, the dose-response curve 
applies to long-term residents of areas near airports. Insufficient data is available to apply the dose- 
response curve to short-term or transient residents.22 The dose response curve is presented as Figure 1, 
Recommended Sleep Disturbance Dose Response Relationship. As indicated by the curve, it is 
estimated that 10 percent of people are awakened by an 80 dB event.
A review of these existing studies and literature indicates that additional research is required to clarify the 
relationship between aircraft-related noise and sleep disturbance.

3.3 Learning Effects
Interference with classroom activities and learning from aircraft noise has been the subject of much recent 
research. Some interference with classroom activities can be expected from noise events that interfere 
with speech. As discussed previously, speech communication interference begins at 65 dB, which is the 
level of normal conversation. Typical classroom construction attenuates outdoor noise by 20 dB with 
windows closed and 12 dB with windows open. Therefore, some interference with classroom activities 
can be expected at outdoor levels of 77 to 85 dB. It is important to note that numerous schools, both 
public and private, within the existing 65 CNEL have been soundproofed so greater noise attenuation is 
likely at these schools.23

9 Fidell, S., K. Pearsons, R. Howe, B. Tabachnick, L. Silvati, and D.S. Barber, Noise Induced Sleep Disturbance in 
Residential Settings. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Armstrong Laboratory, 1994.

20 Actimeters are activity monitors which record significant limb movements over a long period of time.

21 Fidell, S., K. Pearsons, et al. “Field Study of Noise-Induced Sleep Disturbance,” Journal of the Acoustical Society 
of America. 98(2), 1995.

22 Federal Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN), Effects of Aviation Noise on Awakenings from Sleep. 
June 1997.

23 Soundproofing was performed as a result of a 1980 lawsuit that resulted in a settlement with several public 
school districts. Based on this judgment, easements have been granted to all schools within the 65 CNEL (64 
schools at the time of the judgment and any schools constructed since that time). A similar settlement was 
reached for three private schools within the 65 CNEL.
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14b. Health Effects of Noise Technical Report

A complicating factor in researcn regarding schools and aircraft noise is the extent to which background 
noise from within the classroom affects the results. Additionally, the quality of schools and socioeconomic 
factors are difficult to isolate anc control for in the research. A brief summary of existing research 
regarding the learning effects of aircraft noise is provided below.
A study performed on children at the four elementary schools near LAX exposed to the greater level of 
aircraft-related noise suggests that exposure to aircraft noise affects the motivation and cognitive abi'ities 
of children. The study suggests that the exposure to high intensity noise can induce feelings of 
helplessness, which can occur when an individual cannot control or change a stressful event. This feeling 
of helplessness can decrease motivation to initiate new tasks or persist in ongoing tasks. The study also 
suggests that children who grow up in noisy environments become inattentive to sound by tuning it out 
When this inattention leads to tuning out of speech, it may lead to reading and learning problems ‘
A Cornell study also suggests that children who attend school in areas affected by aircraft noise have 
more difficulty with language acquisition. The researchers suspect that other factors at schools in 
neighborhoods exposed to aircraft noise may affect learning, including teacher and parent irritability and 
their reluctance to talk, due to interference with speech communication?5
A study performed with children near Munich International Airport indicates selective impairment in 
cognitive functioning among children from communities with high levels of aircraft noise. This study also 
indicates that children may cope with noise by developing cognitive stiategies like tuning out noise, which 
may affect their language acquisition and speech processing/9 Studies performed at Heathrow Airport in 
London, suggest that chronic exposure to aircraft noise is associated with school performance in reading 
and math, out that this association is influenced by socioeconomic factors24 25 * 27
A review of these existing studies and literature indicates that additional research is required to clarify the 
relationship between aircraft-related noise and learning effects particularly due to the confounding factors 
of background noise, school quality, and socioeconomic status. Additional research is being performed to 
try to account for these factors.

3.4 Work Performance Effects
Work performance can also be potentially affected by aircraft noise through speech communication 
interference, and increased fatigue: although a specific relationship between intermittent aircraft noise and 
decreased work performance has not been documented.
Epidemiclogica! studies have shown that workers in noisy industries have significantly higher rates of 
cardiovascular problems than those in quiet industries. Other studies on metabolism, body steadiness, 
distance judgment, and many other activities show no evidence of any disturbance by noise Many dose- 
response relationships have been studied on long-term exposure in residential areas that causes 
annoyance and complaints. While no dose-response relationship has oeen found relating noise and 
health effects, excluding hearing loss, there have been levels of sound identified tnat are considered safe. 
These levels typically apply to employees in noisy industries and would not apply to off-airport noise 
exposure. The exposure of LAX workers to noise is discussed in Section 2, Physiological Health, above.

24 Cohen, Sheldon, Gary W. Evans, David S. Krantz, and Daniel Stokols, "Physiological, Motivational, and 
Cognitive Effects of Aircraft Noise on Children: Moving from the Laboratory to the Field,” American Psychologist. 
Vol. 35, March 1930.

25 Evans. Gary, and Lorraine Maxwell. Environment and Behavior. 1997

'6 Evans, Gary W., Staffan Hygge, and Monika Bullinger, “Chronic Noise and Psychological Stress,” Psychological 
Sciences. Volume 6, November 1995

27 Stansfield, Stephen, and Mary Haines, Chronic Aircraft Noise Exposure and Children's Cognitive Performance 
and Health. FiCAN Symposium, February 16, 2000.
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From: Robina <robinasuwol@earthlink.net>
To: lafdarson@lacity.org, mike.dundas@lacity.org, mike.feuer@lacity.org, adam.lid@lacity.org, 
info@lafd.org, john.vidovich@lacity.org, john.white@lacity.org, allan.kawaguchi@lacity.org 
Cc: holly wolcott@lacity.org, deron.williams@lacity.org
Subject: Re: TIME SENSITIVE - CA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST - LA CITY CUPA 
Date: Jun 30, 2016 1:41 PM
Fire Chief Ralph Terrazas 
Los Angeles City Fire Department 
info@lafd.org 
mike.dunaas01acity. org

Assistant Chief John Vidovich 
Los Angeles Fire Department 
info01afd.org 
mike.dundas01acity.org 
john.vidovich@lacity.org

Los Angeles City Council President Wesson 
Los Angeles City Council Members 
adam.lid@lacity.org 
holly. wolcott@l acit.y org 
deron.williams@lacity.org
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Jennifer Cornejo
City of Los Angeles Fire Department 
Public Records Act Officer 
lafaarson@laci.ty. org

Mike Dundas 
City of Los Angeles 
Public Records Act Officer 
Mike.aundas@lacity. org

Allan Kawaguchi 
Bureau of Engineering 
City of Los Angeles 
allan.kawaguchi@lacity.org

Sent via email

Re: CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST

Dear Public Records Act Officers:

This is a request for records pursuant to the provisions of the California 
Public Records Act as amended (Cal. Gov. Code § 6250, et seq.). I request 
copies of all records prepared, owned, used, or retained by the City of Los 
Angeles, Los Angeles Fire Department (CUPA) on the subject of Fire 
Department Quarterly Deficiency Quarterly Progress Reports from January 2006 
to January 2016.

The request for these records made previously by Mark Wolfe in his comment 
letter of May 9th, 2016 on the Draft EIR for Fire Station # 39. Mr. Wolf's 
The comment letter was sent to Maria Martin, City of Los Angeles Public
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Works, Bureau of Engineering Environmental Management Group 1149 S. Broadway, 
6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213, and his request 
received a (non) response in the Final EIR (MRW-6).

Therefore, I am requesting once again the following records:

"Pursuant to California Health and Safety Code section 25404, the City of Los 
Angeles has been authorized by the Secretary for Environmental Protection to 
implement a Unified Hazardous Waste and Hazardous Materials Regulatory 
Program as a Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA). The DEIR states that 
the Los May 9, 2016 Page 5 Angel.es Fire Department is the CUPA for the City, 
(p. 4.5-4) .

To maintain its authorization, the Fire Department must operate the program 
in compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements, and also submit to 
a triennial program evaluation by CalEPA. Please provide the dates of a LI 
triennial program evaluations since 2006 that , together with any associated 
reports of the outcomes generated by CalEPA or the City and its departments. 
Please identify any program deficiencies that could involve or affect the 
DF,IR's analysis and conclusions regarding the presence of hazardous materials 
at the Project site."

This request includes all records regardless of form, including but not 
limited to letters, memoranda, telephone log entries, visitor log entries, 
message receipts, notations of conversations, meeting notes, e-mail messages 
or other records on magnetic media, fax cover sheets, reports, statistics, 
calendar entries, permits, questionnaires, photographs, audio tape, film, and 
videotape.

This request reasonably describes identifiable records or information 
produced therefrom and I believe no express provision of law exists exempting 
the requested records from disclosure. Should your agency find any portion 
of any requested record exempt from release, I ask that you carefully 
consider the public interest served by the full disclosure of all requested 
records.

The requested records relate to an important issue in which the public has 
expressed an enormous amount of interest - health and safety of the public, 
especially vulnerable children. The public interest in these records clearly 
outweighs all other interests. Therefore, I request that you release non- 
segregated copies of each of the requested records otherwise exempt under 
California Government Code 6254 (a) .

Should you find any portion of any requested record exempt from release, I 
ask that you exercise your discretionary authority to release the requested 
record in its entirety. If you decide against exercising your authority to 
release non-segregated copies of all requested records. Government Code 
Section 6257 requires that you release all reasonably segregable portions of 
the requested records. I reserve my right to challenge the withholding or 
deletion of any information.

If you decide to withhold any portion of any requested record, I ask that you 
provide me a list identifying what you have withheld. I also ask that you 
cite the specific exemption(s) being relied upon to withhold information. In 
addition, if you deny all or part of this request, Government Code Section 
6256.2 requires that you provide the name and title or position of each



person responsible for the denial of this request. Should you decide to 
withhola any information, Government Code Section 6256 requires that you 
notify me cf the reasons for this determination no later than 10 days after 
receipt cf this request. Government Code Section 6256.2 prohibits the use of 
the 10-day period, or any provisions of the Public Records Act, "to delay 
access for purposes of inspecting public records."

I also request any records that indicate, suggest, or otherwise identify the 
prior existence of other records related to my request that may have been 
destroyed or modified. California Government Code Section 14755(a) makes 
clear that "[n]o record shall be destroyed or otherwise disposed of by any 
agency of the state" unless (1) the Director of the Department of General 
Services has determined that "the record has no further administrative, legal 
or fiscal value," and (2) "the Secretary of State has Lalso] determined that 
the record is inappropriate for preservation in the State Archives." The 
"willful removal" or "destruction" of agency records in violation of these 
statutory mandates can result in the imposition of criminal sanctions. [See, 
Cal. Gov. Code § 6200 (felony offense for destruction of records by 
"custodial officer") and Cal. Gov. Code § 6201 (misdemeanor offense for 
destruction of records by "noncustodial officers").]

Given the public interest in the requested records, I ask that you exercise 
your discretionary authority and waive all reproduction fees associated with 
my request. I seek this information because it is informative of your 
agency's operations and activities, and important to the health and safety of 
members of the public.

Please call me at 818.785.5515 or e-mail me at robinasuwol@earthlink.net if 
you have any questions or need additional information. Thank you for your 
assistance and cooperation with this matter.

*Ms. Wolcott, please kindly place tnis request in the Fire Station #39 Los 
Angeles City file.

Sincerely,

Robina Suwol, Resident
5925 Tobias Avenue
Sherman Oaks, California 91411

The information contained in this communication is confidential 
material and is intended for the designated recipient only.
If you are not the designated recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any unauthorized review,dissemination, 
distribution or copying of this communication, and that 
which is transmitted herewith, is strictly prohibited.
If this communication is received by you in error, 
please telephone (818) 785-5515 immediately.
Please note that internet communications cannot 
be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information 
could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,destroyed, arrive 
late or incomplete, or contain viruses. We do not accept 
responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present 
in this message,or any attachment, that have arisen as 
a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, 
please request a hard-copy version.
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$£R AMENDMENT— PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 1000 AND
PR0P0SED7TEW CHARIER SECTION 1025 
JUNE 22, 2016
UNION COUNTERPROPOSAL, June 23, 2016

This proposal is made by American Federation of State, County & Municipal Employees, Locals 
3090, 901, 741, 2006, 2626, 3672; Service Employees International Union, Local 721; Laborers 
International Union of North America, Local 777; International Union of Operating Engineers, 
Local 501; LA Orange Counties Building & Construction Trades Council; Teamsters Local 911; 
Municipal Construction Inspectors Association; Management Employees Association LA DWP; 
and Association of Confidential Employees LADWP. These Unions represent over half of all 
workers in all Los Angeles City departments, including DWP. The majority of our members live 
in the City of Los Angeles and are also DWP rate payers. Any Charter change put before the 
voters must serve the interests of the rate payers and public in preventing patronage and 
corruption in public employment. The civil service system that serves the City is based on merit 
and competitive examination. The City’s proposed Charter amendment eliminates civil service 
for the DWP and offers no certain replacement to the voters.

To create certainty for rate payers and residents, we offer the following counterproposal to the 
City's Proposals dated June 15 and 22, 2016. Please note that we advised the City the morning 
of June 22 that we intended to make a full and complete counter proposal. Without giving us an 
opportunity to make our proposal, the City prematurely made a Last Best and Final offer which it 
presented to us the afternoon June 22.

By this counter proposal, the Unions propose integrated language that minimally addresses its 
concerns with the proposed Charter amendment’s employment provisions but does not waive, 
and specifically reserves, its rights to oppose the proposed amendment of the Charter and its 
legal position that such amendment constitutes an unlawful impairment of vested rights of 
employees in the DWP and other City departments.

Sec. 1000. Applicability

The provisions of this Article shall apply to all employees of the City, except for those 
specifically exempted in Section 1001 and except for employees of the Department of Water and 
Power, only as provided in Section 1025.

Sec. 1025. Department of Water and Power.
fa) The Council may, by ordinance, delegate its authority under Section 219 of the 

Charter to set salary tates, only, forDepartment of Water and Power employees, in whole or in 
part, to the Board of Water and Power Commissioners (Board). Council may also, by ordinance, 
revoke any previous delegation of authority made pursuant to this subsection.

(b) The Council may, by ordinance, approve alternative standards for Department of 
Water and Power employees to replace any or all of the civil service standards of Sections 1000



through 1020 of the Charter, except for establishment of classes for positions of employment as 
provided in Section 1003 which shall remain with the Board of Civil Service Commissioners. 
subject to the following requirements;

(1) The alternative standards are adopted pursuant to a legally binding
memo randum of understanding complying with State and federal law developed through 
collective bargaining and approved by the Council, provided that no memorandum of 
understanding may alter nor adversely impact the rights of DWP employees or other City 
employees under this Article who are represented by another employee organization 
including but not limited to the rights of transfer, transfer under Section 1014. status in 
class, assignment, promotion, and/or displacement into and from classifications between 
the Department of Water and Power and other City departments, and provided further 
that the authority over exemptions shall not be subject to collective bargaining but shall 
be retained bv the Council and controlled by Section 1001 j

(21 The Council shall make a determination supported bv relevant data that 
the provisions of the memorandum of understanding maintain minimum standards set in 
Article X of the Charter, including but not limited to sections 1000 through 1020. that 
provide for merit based hiring, merit based retention and discharge, equal employment 
opportunity compliance, and protection from corruption, patronage, or coercion, 
including for partisan political purposes;

(3) The Council shall conduct periodtc audits of any alternative standards 
adopted pursuant to this section, and may revoke authority delegated under this Section 
and, in that event, shall reinstate Sections 1000 through 1020; and

. (4) No employee shall lose, nor be required to forfeit, rights under Article X
bv reason of or as an impact of am emorandum of understanding reached under this 
Section or bv revocation of ar.v delegated authority.
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LAROUCHE: THE TRANSATLANTIC SYSTEM 
IS DOOMED (AND YOU KNOW IT)

June 30, 2016—In discussions on Thursday 
with his Policy Committee and other colleagues, 
Lyndon LaRouche emphasized that the cur
rent financial system is breaking down, and the 
system, as a system, cannot survive. The ma- 
|or financial institutions, including the central 
banks, are hopelessly, irreversibly bankrupt. 
LaRouche noted that, while there is a terrible 
possibility of war, driven by the desperation of 
those circles whose power derives from the cur
rent financial system, much of the threats com
ing from the mouths of Barack Obama and some 
NATO officials are really all bluff. The threats 
they are issuing against Russia and China do not 
work.

Nevertheless, that meddling, both on the 
financial and war fronts, can lead to a serious 
collapse that mankind is not ready to deal with.

This week, both the International Monetary 
Fund and the Bank for International Settle
ments issued reports spelling out the systemic 
disintegration of the entire trans-Atlantic fi
nancial system. Lending by banks, throughout 
the advanced sector, has collapsed altogether. 
There is no capital flow into the real, produc
tive economy, according to the data produced 
by the BIS. The IMF has issued a dire warning 
that Deutsche Bank is about to explode, and this

alone could trigger a systemic crisis.
As NATO officials finalize plans for the July 

8-9 heads of state summit in Warsaw, Poland, 
the frenzy against Russia is building up even 
further. On Wednesday, President Obama was 
in Ottawa for his final summit with his Cana
dian and Mexican counterparts. He used the 
occasion to launch into a tirade against Russia, 
practically begging Canada to dispatch a com
bat battalion to the Baltic States.

Counter-pose this madness with the ex
traordinary Schiller Institute conference that 
took place last weekend in Berlin, where lead
ers from four continents came together, to take 
up the question of a new paradigm of thinking 
to get the world out of the present existential 
disaster

As both Lyndon and Helga LaRouche empha
sized during the weekend proceedings in Ber
lin, what is urgently needed is a revolutionary 
shift in thinking, focused on building a future of 
cooperation among sovereign nations and inte
grated regions of the world. China's One Belt, 
One Road program is paradigmatic of the kind 
of new thinking that must be adopted by lead
ing citizens of the world.

The current system is dead and cannot sur
vive for very much longer.

SUBSCRIBE TO LAROUCHEPACS DAILY EMAIL
LPAC.CO/DAILY

LAROUCHEPAC.COM 
OR CALL 1-800-929-7566

PAID FOR BY LAROUCHE POLITICAL ACTICN COMMITTEE, LAROUCHEPAC.COM 
AND NOT AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE OR CANDIDATE’S COMMITTEE



From the Desk of

James Preston Allen
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President, Central San DedroNeighborhood Council, 2014-2016

June 24,2016

Re: the Fuiure of the Neighborhood Council System

Dear Los Angeles City Council President Herb Wesson Jr.,

I appear betore you today as the outgoing president of the Central San Pedro Neighborhood Council of which you and 
the Los Angeles City Council may have heard about over the past few months regarding the homeless crisis and related 
issues. I would urge you to believe little of what you hear and only half of what you read regarding this issue in our dis
trict. There are many good people in our district with a social conscience who beiieve in the humane and compassionate 
treatment of this city’s dispossessed These are my own comments and not those of my council.

I am here today, in part, to pay my respect to you personally and to say that it has oeen my honor to serve this city during 
your leadership. Outside of the neighborhood council system, there are few places in which to learn and develop leader
ship skills and political courage in the civic arena. Ycur leadership has served as an instruction manual for many such as 
myself in regards to conducting council meetings and to do it with dignity and resolve.

In my position, I’ve also been subjected to slander and even profane bigotry in both public comments and social media. 
I have taken certain solace and awkward comfort knowing that even the leader of this council has to endure harsh public 
criticism. "You have taught me a great deal by your example and I wish to thank you personally. You are a scholar of the 
civic enterprise.

I do not come bearing any fancy certificates, but I do bring my heartfelt thanks as I and many others stand with you in 
your defiance against the hate speech that was recently directed towards you and others on this council.

While I am a long time advocate and defender of free speech, I have found that there is a rising need for a new civility in 
conducting our common affairs and that hate speech and threats do nothing to further the common good. Yet it must be 
remembered that civility is a twoway street, and that the city with all of its powers, needs to show respect to its citizens 
in order to receive it back in return. This need for civility however should not exclude the necessity of speaking truth 
to power. For “power,” as Frederick Douglass once wrote, “concedes nothing without a demand.” And neighbornood 
councils, when empowered, should demand much of this city.

So, I am here today to thank you for your guidance and leadership, but to also fulfill what the neighborhood councils are 
chartered to do-advise the city.

I tend to adhere to the Jeffersonian tneory tnat, “the cure for bad government is not more laws but more democracy.” 
And to that precept, this city must in the end recognize its place in the history of this nation.

It is long past time that a city of this size in geography and population can be adequately represented by just 15 council 
members who serve a growing constituency of more than 250,000 souls in each district.

The time is fast approaching that the Neighborhood Council structure should evolve into a kind of bicameral governance 
system. This is not an uncommon solution in democracies that attain significant size and budget. Surely this will not 
come because a few wish it to be done, but will come as a political necessity to avoid another attempt at secession, a 
rebellion, or in the aftermath of yet another riot

My advice to the city is that the incivilities and obstructions to new developments that could ease the housing crisis are 
due to a sense of disempowerment among our citizens and neighborhood councils in the outreaches of our great city.

p © E j ffl E
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City council members have often viewed neighborhood councils in their districts, in one of two ways: as a nuisance that 
should be ignored when they can’t be placated with soft plafituaes. Or a respected partner at the grassroots level with 
which to engage in thoughtful dialog about the quality of life in this city.

The current neighborhood council system is just one step in the evolutionary process of civic engagement that needs 
to be nourished, not poisoned at its root. But I have been a witness to another development within the neighborhood 
council structure: the subversion of the neighborhood councils at the hands of City Council members for political gain.

This has been my experience in Council District 15 where community surrogates, through subterfuge and connivance, 
have gained control of key council boards to dampen criticism of the council member as a means to maintain control 
before a coming election. This is a dangerous tactic as many of these “surrogates” are so ill prepared for public service 
and antagonistic to the goal of attaining any civil discourse. Their tactics alone provide evidence enough of this.

I fear that the populist nativist fire raging in other parts of the country are rising up here in Los Angeles amongst some 
neighborhood councils and are being supported by some councilmen and their staff. This is going to do great harm to 
this city. There are better individuals of higher integrity who have been driven from public service by those who spread 
fear and slander to gain position. What f have come here to ask of you, President Wesson, are these:

1. To empanel a commission of 15 former Neighborhood Council presidents based upon their seniority and 
experience, chosen by you not the local council office, to review and reform the DONE election manual.
2. To empanel a commission formed at the next Congress of Neighborhood Empowerment to draft a Citizen’s 
Bill of Rights for the city of Los Angeles.
3. To provide enough resources so that each city council district has its own DONE lawyer who will actually 
attend meetings so as to provide timely legal advice and represent them as their client rather than protecting 
the department and the city first

Lastly, to Mr. Buscaino—it has been more than 10 months since the Central San Pedro Neighborhood Council brought 
awareness citywide that link the growth of homelessness and this city’s affordable housing deficit in your district. Since 
then, you have ignored the advice of and disempowered that council on the issue. Only recently have you come to realize 
that 88 percent of the homeless in your district are indeed long time constituents—not people bussed in from neighbor
ing cities. By law and your position, you must represent them loo. Up until now, you have not done an adequate job.

It is also true that by your direction some $8C0,C00 of public monies have been expended on enforcement of city ordi
nances against the homeless. This effort has done little to reduced the size of the population in distress nor alleviate their 
suffering. When you are ready to start solving this problem rather than blaming either the victims or the messengers, 
you should call me. There are immediate solutions that could be implemented that would better use those public monies 
you’re doling out on the issue.

In the meantime, President Wesson, I call on you to request the Controller’s office to execute an audit of the costs related 
to encampment sweeps and other enforcement measures related to criminalizing the homeless rather than solving the 
problem. And, Councilman Harns-Dawson, I am available at your invitation to Testify in detail on the matters addressed 
herein.

As you will see, a more enlightened approach will—by necessity and by the courage of people of goodwill and con
science in the City of Los Angeles—triumph in the end.

James Preston Allen, President
Central San Pedro Neighborhood Council 2014-2016


